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Keep up the good work!

From one side of our world to 
the other, there appears to be 

cause for unrest and concern; our 
livelihoods being sucked up by 
one institution or another.  Banks, 
investment groups, retirement 
plans and more have been caught 
with their hands in the till.  And 
people are getting frustrated—
really frustrated.

If we didn’t have access to the 
prophetic words of Scripture, it 
would be easier (and more justifi ed) 
to look for a better day just a little 
over the horizon.  But, unfortunately, 
we have access to a more sure word 

Tea, Anyone?
Across the land, people are restless

of prophecy that tells of troublous 
times a-coming, wars, predictions 
of war, famine, pestilence and… 
earthquakes; seen any of those in the 
news lately?  Buckle up! Things are 
about to get bumpy. 

Recently here in the USA we 
have witnessed the emergence of 
what has become known as the Tea 
Party Movement.  And whether or 
not you agree with this Movement’s 
agenda, it would be a mistake to 
not recognize that this is a growing 
force of people to be reckoned with.  
It was people like this that wrested 
and delivered the American colonies 

Your Mission World Family

“It is perfectly true that government is best which governs least.”
     –Walter Lippmann

Community Mailing ®

is still one of the most effi cient, cost-effective ways of quickly 
scattering Good News across the United States—English and Spanish.

To arrange a mailing to any US Zip code, 
call Lary Petty on (205) 646-2941

“The work which the church might have done in a time of ease and prosperity, 
she will be forced to do under the most forbidding circumstances.”

from the tyranny of the Crown and 
Parliament in London.  Yet all those 
taxes that seemed so unbearable, 
now don’t look half as bad as they 
did 200+ years ago.

In our offi ce we are constantly 
looking for opportunities to facilitate 
the scattering of Good Seed.  And 
these Tea Parties appear to us to be 
providing an excellent opportunity 
to put information about the bigger 
picture into the hands of people 
who have the power to bring about 
change—real change, change that 
actually matters; not just change 
that irritates.  Most of the people 
attending these meetings are of a 
Christian persuasion, willing to 
receive material supporting what 
they believe to be God’s will for 
America.  Take this opportunity to 
broaden the perspective.

We are looking at the calendar 
and trying to make some plans 
to ship and carry books to some 
of the more signifi cant Tea Party 
Rallies across the country.  Are 
you interested in playing a part in 
the making of a new history?  Is 
there an event scheduled to take 
place in your town, your city, your 
neighborhood?  Right now would be 
an excellent time to set aside funds 
for the purchase of some of our 
books to give away.  You probably 
have some experience giving away 
literature, but if you feel you need 
someone to help you, let us know; 
there are people scattered about the 
country who would be very willing 
to help you with such a worthy 
endeavor.  Get involved—before 
the tea runs out!
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Books to Read and Share

Two
Great

Covers

One
Powerful

Book

America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?

Many believe America has reached, perhaps surpassed, 
the zenith of her greatness—that she is destined 
to become a second-rate world power.  Here are 
fascinating predictions about America and what the 
future may hold.  AP also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $7.95
11-39 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (40 @ $1.10 each) – $44

Finding Peace Within
– A book for people in need…
Thousands seek relief from today’s 
fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling 
effects of job-related stress and 
strained family relationships.  This 
inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers 
lasting solutions that really work.
FPW also available in Spanish.

Single copy – $4.95
11-71 copies – $2 each

1 case (72 @ .61¢ each) – $44

Hidden Treasures
– Stories from the Master Storyteller
Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost 
coins and treasure hidden in a fi eld 
were recounted with such mystery 
and passion that the educated as well 
as the common people were drawn 
to Christ.  Priceless reading.

Single copy – $4.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

Health and Happiness
– Live Longer!  Live Healthier!
The medical and scientifi c worlds 
are rediscovering the Bible’s uncanny 
rules for good health.  Ancient laws 
governing physical and mental 
health are today being confi rmed. 
Natural remedies, faith and healing, 
diet and foods, and more…

Single copy – $7.95
11-47 copies – $2.50 each

1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

The Perfect Storm is Coming!
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—
Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle 
between the powers of good and evil.  From the birth 
of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across 
centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of 
absolute peace in an earth made new.  Compelling excerpts 
from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Illumination guaranteed!

Currently available in English and Spanish.
Single copy – $2

11-99 copies – $1 each
1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix), 

get $4 off per case! Postpaid!

What’s Behind the New World Order?
This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication 
reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order 
and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost no 
one dares to discuss.  Dynamic excerpts from 10 chapters 
of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each

1 case (100 @ .44¢ each) – $44

Who are the Angels?
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual 
and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels?  
Though often depicted as good, angels do not always 
dispense blessings.  Excerpts from 10 chapters of America 
in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Single copy – $2
11-199 copies – $1 each

1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48

Who are the Angels? also available as a 
Spanish/English bi-lingual version

Single copy – $2
11-99 copies – $1 each

1 case (100 @ .44¢ each) – $44
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